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Abstract 
Tan, E.L., Some notes on cycle graphs, Discrete Mathematics 105 (1992) 221-226. 
The cycle graph C(G) of a graph G is the graph whose vertices are the chordless cycles of G 
and two vertices in C(G) are adjacent whenever the corresponding chordless cycles have at 
least one edge in common. If G is acyclic, we define C(G) = 0, the empty graph. The nth 
iterated cycle graph C”(G) of G is defined recursively by C”(G) = C(CnmI(G)) for n Z= 2. 
Based on the behavior of C”(G), a graph G can be classified as either cycle-vanishing, 
cycle-periodic or cycle-expanding. A graph G is said to be cycle-vanishing if there exists an 
integer n such that C”(G) = 0. 
This paper gives a correction to a published ‘characterization’ of cycle-vanishing graphs. 
1. Introduction 
We assume finite, undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. 
A chord of a cycle of a graph G is an edge of G joining two nonconsecutive 
vertices of the cycle. If a cycle A of G has no chords, we say that A is chordless. 
The cycle graph C(G) of G is the graph whose vertices are the chordless cycles of 
G, and two vertices in C(G) are adjacent whenever the corresponding chordless 
cycles have an edge in common. The nth iterated cycle graph C”(G) of G is 
defined recursively by C”(G) = C(C”-‘(G)) for n > 2. For convenience, we may 
denote G by C’(G). A graph G is said to be cycle-vanishing if there exists a 
nonnegative integer n such that C”(G) = 0, the graph of order zero; otherwise, G 
is said to be cycle-persistent. We define C(0) = 0. 
The main purpose of this paper is to correct a characterization of cycle- 
vanishing graphs given in (11. 
2. Preliminaries 
We shall adopt some terminologies found in [l]. 
A cycle C intercepts a tree T if the intersection of C and T is precisely the set of 
end vertices of T. Let C be embedded in the Euclidean plane. Then two paths 
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intercepted by C are parallel if they can be drawn in the interior of C so that they 
are internally disjoint and do not cross each other (though they may have end 
vertices in common). Two paths intercepted by C are skew if they are disjoint but 
are not parallel. 
Let C be a cycle which intercepts three parallel paths P, Q, R. Then Q 
separates P and R (with respect to C) if C contains paths U and V (of order 31) 
such that Q joins (I and V, and PURV is a cycle which intercepts Q. Two parallel 
paths intercepted by C are said to be C-independent if they are separated by some 
path intercepted by C; otherwise, they are C-independent. An ideal of C is a 
maximal family of C-dependent paths. 
A path of order at least two in a graph G is reflexive if its end vertices are 
adjacent in G; otherwise, it is irreflexive. Clearly, any path of order two is 
reflexive. 
We shall introduce the following notations and definitions. 
We shall consistently use C U ?? to denote the graph composed of a cycle C and 
a family B of parallel paths intercepted by C. A bundle B of reflexive paths, or 
simply, a reflexive bundle, is a maximal set of reflexive paths in 9 with the same 
end vertices in C. An analogous definition holds for an irreflexive bundle D. We 
refer to the cardinality (B( (or IDI) as the size of the bundle. We consider a single 
path Q to be a bundle by itself if B (or D) = {Q}. 
Let 4 and F2 be bundles of reflexive or irretlexive paths. We say that F, and F2 
are adjacent bundles (or F, is adjacent to F,) if there is no path in 9 distinct from 
those in F, U F, which separates Q and R for some paths Q in F, and R in F2. 
Otherwise, 4 and F2 are said to be non-adjacent bundles. 
The following lemma in [l] will be needed. 
Lemma 2.1. if C is any cycle in a graph G, then each edge of C belongs to a 
chordless cycle of G contained in the induced subgraph (C). 
In [l], we find two results given as ‘Theorem 4’ and ‘Theorem 6’; the latter 
purports to give a characterization of cycle-vanishing graphs, its proof relying 
heavily on the former. A closer scrutiny, however, of ‘Theorem 4’ reveals some 
errors, most significant of which are the following. First, its conditions (1) and (2) 
(i) (ii) (iii) 
Fig. 1. 
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are necessary but not sufficient for graphs of the form C U P to be cycle- 
vanishing. Counterexamples are graphs (i), (ii) and (iii) in Fig. 1 where e and e’ 
are edges. We note that these graphs contain reflexive bundles. The second major 
error can be found in the proof of sufficiency of [l, Theorem 4] which misses a 
subcase in its Case 2, understandably, that which takes care of the presence of 
reflexive bundles. To repair [l , Theorem 41 we qualify the chords in condition (1) 
using the new concept of bundles, and add a third condition. 
3. A characterization of cycle-vanishing graphs 
In this section, we will give corrected versions of [l, Theorem 4 and 61, namely, 
Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Corrections are underlined. Since a long proof 
of Theorem 3.1 basically retraces Gervacio’s, we will simply outline its proof of 
sufficiency but present a complete proof of the aforementioned missing subcase. 
For details of the entire proof, one may refer to [2] or [3]. 
Theorem 3.1. A graph G of the form C U 9’ is cycle-vanishing if and only if the 
following three properties are satisfied: 
(1) Any two irreflexive paths of 9 are separated by at least two chords in P? in - 
bundles of size one. 
(2) Any ideal of C consisting of at least four paths contains only reflexive paths. 
(3) Each edge of G lies in at most three chordless cycles. 
Proof of sufficiency. We use induction on 191 = n. The theorem is easily verified 
when n s 2. Let n 2 3 and assume that any graph consisting of a cycle and a 
family of less than n parallel intercepted paths which satisfies (l), (2) and (3) is 
cycle-vanishing. We consider two cases and give a proof of Subcase 2.2. 
Case 1: There are no chords in P. 
Case 2: There is a chord E in 9. 
Split G into subglaphs Gi (i = 1, 2), each of which consists of a cycle Dj passing 
through E and a family 9’i of parallel intercepted paths (Fig. 2). 
Properties (l), (2) and (3) are inherited by each pi from 9. By induction 
hypothesis, each Gi is cycle-vanishing. By Lemma 2.1, each G, contains at least 
one chordless cycle passing through E. By property (3), if one G, contains two 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
chordless cycles through E, the other contains only one. The case in which Gi, G2 
each contains only one chordless cycle through E is proved in [ 11. 
Suppose G, has exactly two chordless cycles A and B which pass through E. 
There are two subcases: 
Subcase 2.1: E is a chord in a reflexive bundle of size one. (This is taken care 
of in [l].) 
Subcase 2.2: E is a chord in a reflexive bundle F of size two. 
(We note that E cannot be a chord in a reflexive bundle of size 23 because of 
condition (3).) 
Let P be the other reflexive path in F. Let A be the chordless cycle in Gi 
formed by P and E. By property (3), F is not adjacent to any irreflexive path (in 
G, or in Gz). We may assume that any reflexive path in A U B is a chord by 
interchanging, if necessary, a reflexive path of order 33 with an edge of C which 
joins its end vertices. Now the number of chords besides E contained in B, if any, 
is not limited by property (2) since F is not adjacent to an irreflexive path. Let 
R,, R2,. . . , R, (m finite) be the chords contained in B other than E. Separate 
G, into subgraphs G,, Hi, Hz, . . . , H,,, such that Go is the subgraph consisting of 
B and P while HI, Hz, . . . , H,,, intersect Go in R,, R,, . . . , R, respectively, (Fig. 
3). In general, if any of the chords Rj is absent, so is the related subgraph Hi. 
Since Ri is contained in only one chordless cycle in G,, by Lemma 2.1 and 
property (3), there are at most two chordless cycles, say Zi and Z;‘, in H, passing 
through Rj. On the other hand, for the same reason, there is a unique chordless 
cycle X in G2 passing through E. NOW 
R,, Rz, . , . , R, as limited by property (3): 
we consider three possibilities for 
B 
(i) (ii) 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
(a) Ri belongs to a reflexive bundle F’ of size two, for some i. 
(b) Rj is a reflexive bundle of size one and Rj is not adjacent to an irreflexive 
path in Hi, for some i # i. 
(c) Rk is a reflexive bundle of size one and Rk is adjacent to an irreflexive path 
in Hk, for some k Zi, j. 
For case (a), let Ui be the other reflexive path in F’. Let Zi and Z/ = R;Ui be 
the two chordless cycles of Hi passing through Rj. Then in the graph G, Z/ has an 
edge in common only with Z, and B. This implies that in C(G), Z/ has degree 2. 
On the other hand, with respect to the chordless cycles not in Hi, the cycle Zi has 
an edge in common only with B. Fig. 4(i) illustrates C(G) locally given by (a). 
For case (b), by Lemma 2.1, Rj is contained in only one chordless cycle Zj of 
Hi. With respect to the chordless cycles not in Hi, the cycle Z, has an edge in 
common only with B. Figure 4(ii) pictures C(G) locally given by (b). 
For case (c), we simply repeat the argument in Subcase 2.1 (See [l]) putting an 
asterisk to the corresponding labels as in Fig. 5 which shows C(H,) with respect 
to B. 
Now with respect to G2, C(G) is locally shown in Fig. 6. We note that in C(G), 
the vertex A is of degree 2. 
Thus it follows that C2(G) is the disjoint union of the 2nd iterated cycle graph 
of G2, Hi’s, Hj’S, Hk’s and some isolated vertices. By induction hypothesis, G2, 
Hi’s Hj’s, Hk’s are cycle-vanishing. Hence G is cycle-vanishing, which completes 
the proof of sufficiency. El 
:m 
Fig. 6. 
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Now that we have repaired [ 1, Theorem 41, the following revised version of [ 1, 
Theorem 61 easily follows as can be gleaned from the flow of argument given in 
Theorem 3.2 (Characterization of cycle-vanishing graphs). A graph G is cycle- 
vanishing if and only if it satisfies the following three properties: 
(1) G does not contain a cycle intercepting two skew paths. 
(2) G does not contain an edge belonging to at least four chordless cycles. 
(3) For every subgraph of G which consists of a cycle C and a maximal family P 
of parallel intercepted paths, any two irreflexive paths in 9 are separated by at least 
two chords in bundles of size one and any ideal of C with at least four paths 
contains only reflexive paths. 
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